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The principal limitation in this type of experiment arises from the uncertainty of the regeneration phase, q, which enters directly in any interference of the K~a nd regenerated Ks amplitudes.
After traversing a block of matter (the regenerator), a pure I K~) beam is transformed into a coherent mixture g = aI K~)+bI Ks). The regeneration amplitude, defined at the exit face of the regenerator for the undeflected beam, is
where N is the atomic density, L is the length of the regenerator, P» is the K momentum, and f (f)
is the Ko-(K -) nucleus forward scattering amplitude. In the determination of y~, the poorest knop art is yz (7) Table I and shown in Fig. 3 of the following Letter.
The momentum dependence of y& is only poorly determined from the leptonic data. At the mean momentum of 7.5 GeV/c, the results are 14627. Sloan Foundation Fellow, 1972 -1974 )Present address: CERN, Geneva, Switzerland.
